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A laboratory guide to in vitro transcription. F. Sierra. 1990.
J48pp.

and
A laboratory guide for in vivo studies of DNA methylation
and proteinlDNA interactions. H. Saluz, J-P. Jost, 1990. 288pp.

These books cover aspects of the study of gene regulation and
are part of a series entitled 'Biomethods' dealing with tech-
niques in cell and molecular biology. It has been the central
dogma of biology that DNA makes RNA which makes protein.
This, with certain exceptions, still holds true. The final pheno-
type which we see is the result of a carefully regulated modula-
tion of the genetic message. This modulation is decisive in
determining, for example, whether the proteins made by a cell
(and hence its function) are characteristic of a neurone or a
myocyte, or whether or not a B cell will secrete immuno-
globulin. These also determine some of the alterations of cell
function in disease.

It is becoming increasingly possible to study in the labora-
tory, in a reproducible manner, the mechanistic aspect of gene
regulatory pathways. The state of methylation of the DNA is one
of the ways by which gene expression is regulated. Also impor-
tant are the DNA binding proteins which bind specifically to
distinct sequences on the DNA.

There is a need for a series of books which explain the
methodology in a way which is easily understood. These books
clearly achieve this and provide a detailed account of the experi-
mental procedures required. Also, there is a trouble shooting
guide for all the common problems encountered during various
experiments. While it is not possible for one laboratory to try out
all the protocols described we have found a few of the 'trouble
shooting hints' to be very useful.

This is a 'methods' series which assumes a knowledge of the
theoretical aspects of the procedures, although there is enough
background material to put the experiments in perspective-
especially the chapters entitled 'Technical approaches to the
phenomenon of eukaryocytic transcription' and 'Biology of
transcription' in the book on in vitro transcription. Improviza- .
tions of techniques for improvement of commercially available
apparatus are also described and these can be carried out by any
moderately equipped laboratory.

These books are aimed at the growing number of research
workers in the field of gene regulation. However, there is one
other category of reader who is also likely to benefit. The terms
SI mapping, nuclear run off assays, genomic footprinting, genomic
sequencing all occur with increasing frequency in diverse publi-
cations relevant to the understanding of disease. If a clinician
wishes to find out how these experiments are performed, this
series will be very helpful.

The books are expensively priced but I would recommend
that they should be bought by libraries.

SUBRATA SINHA
New Delhi

Brain Transplantation-Ethical Concerns. Edited by C. 1. Vas
and E. J. de Souza. Bombay, F.I.A.M.C. Bio-Medical Ethics
Centre, 1990. 86pp.

This is the report of a workshop triggered by a newspaper item in
1986 concerning an alleged transplant of the head and brain of a
young boy on to the body of his sister, both of whom were
involved in an accident. Although the story proved to be a hoax,
the organizers and participants of this symposium felt the need
to establish ethical guidelines (i) for Total Brain Transplants
when they become feasible, and more immediately, (ii) for trans-
plantation or implantation of fragments of tissue or cell cultures.

The report of the workshop with contributions by experts
from several countries, and from different disciplines and reli-
gious faiths makes fascinating reading and should be of interest
not only to specialists in neurology and other medical fields, but
also to the educated general public. It should help in deepening
the ethical sense of people, especially at a time when medical
technology is progressing very rapidly.

An initial overview by J. D. Bergin covers the background,
the developmental history as well as a bird's eye-view of current
research around the world. The several state-of-the-art presenta-
tions, which at times overlap, deal with the anatomical and
embryological aspects, recent neuropathological research, and a
review of work currently being undertaken in India by P. N.
Tandon. This sets the stage for a meaningful exposition of the
philosophical and ethical considerations and their implications
in this vital area of human research and therapy.

The most thorough ethical discussion is by Kevin Andrews.
One may object to his too closely linking up the legal position in
Australia with the ethical dimension but his reflections will pro-
vide some guidelines for enacting legal provisions in India.
Pritam Phatnani, speaking from an Indian perspective, stresses
the need, among other things, for maintaining the basic individ-
ual identity of the recipient in any brain transplant. What will
happen, he asks, if the head of a crime investigator is trans-
planted on to the body of a criminal? There is also the question
of interpersonal relationships within the family. Will the spouse
be entitled to divorce on the ground of 'changed identity'?

A. F. Cordeiro is concerned with the transplantation of foetal
brain tissue to treat such conditions as Parkinson's disease. If it
is from an induced abortion, there would be the danger of
making abortion more respectable. The author assumes that
procured abortion is absolutely immoral as it is the direct termi-
nation of the life of an undeveloped human person. Bringing
about abortion with the set purpose of obtaining foetal tissue for
transplantation would be all the more immoral. P. N. Tandon, on
the other hand, is not so sure of the immorality of using tissue
from a foetus when abortion has been induced within the frame-
work of the accepted norms of a society.

In their concluding remarks, the editors C. 1. Vas and E. 1. de
Souza, stress the importance of preserving the personal integrity
and identity of the receiver, To suggest and undertake a Total
Brain Transplant would not really be an act of love and concern
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but rather a totally gruesome and macabre procedure. They
would countenance transplants of tissue only from spontaneous
abortions with informed consent of the parents. Harvesting
foetal tissue from induced abortions would also lead to the
danger of sale of such tissue and experimentation with live
foetuses. There may also be the danger of uncontrollable prolif-
eration of tissue transplants. The authors question the need for
using foetal tissue when heterologous or cultured tissues might
be used.

The participants of the workshop were also generally against
Total Transplant and hoped that scientists would call a complete
moratorium on all such experiments. Brain implants with autolo-
gous adrenal medullary tissue however should not be forbidden.
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They were critical of the use of material obtained from induced
abortions. The editors also noted that alternate treatments of
Parkinson's disease have improved considerably.

The group expressed concern at the implications of advanc-
ing medical technology. The oft-quoted dictum' science without
conscience will inevitably lead to humanity's ruin' was adduced.
While one may not agree with every opinion expressed by this
group, their work is to be commended for its scientific accuracy
and sensitivity to ethical values. Organ Transplantation is an im-
portant field that touches the core of the human personality.

GEORGE V. LOBO
Ethicist, Pune

errors. In these days of word processors and spellcheck
software, spelling mistakes are inexcusable.

While reviewing an Indian medical text, the Indianness
must be evaluated. Does it include Indian case material?
Does it allude to references by Indian authors? Are there local
insights and perspectives that would be lacking in foreign
texts? In developing countries, price is a major consideration.
Isthe price related to the book's audience? A handbook for
postgraduate students must be within their reach.

The length of a book review can be quite variable. Twelve
reviews selected at random from the June 1990 issues of The
Lancet, The New England Journal of Medicine and The
National Medical Journal of India ranged in length from 252
to 1224 words (mean 552±304).

Obtaining books to review is not difficult. Check with the
local medical library for new acquisitions or scan through the
'Books received' sections of journals. Editors are usually
glad to send out the office copy, but generally expect it to be
returned with the review. Decide whether to send your sub-
mission to a general or specialist journal. Keep the readers in
mind. It is probably futile to send a review of a book on
'Tropical Eye Diseases' to the Lapland Journal of Sled
Injuries!

Book reviews serve several purposes. They help the reader
decide whether a book might be worth purchasing. Compare
the book with similar texts. Book reviewing is the quality
control mechanism for the industry. Good books will be pur-
chased promptly and shoddy ones rejected. Authors and pub-
lishers use reviews to improve subsequent editions. The
reviewer also benefits. He reads the book critically and
perhaps absorbs more than he would if he had read it for
pleasure.

As far as possible, be kind. Look for aspects of the book to
praise. Don't nitpick. Medical texts are labours of love and
are intended to be useful. It is far easier to review a book than
to write one. I always remind myself of the definition of a
critic: 'One who knows where to go, but doesn't knows how
to drive the car.'

Reviewing a medical book

You have the right to enjoy your new book. Pick it up, feci the
weight, admire the design and colour of the cover. If it is a
paperback, smooth out the tiniest dogear or faintest wrinkle.
Flip through the pages, assess the layout, typeface, illustra-
tions, and smell the fresh ink. From the first moment, you will
find yourself coming to conclusions, which accumulate as
you proceed through the pages. Note these initial impres-
sions.

For me the feeling is one of admiration. Surely it is mar-
vellous that someone has created or compiled reams of
scientific substance and seen it successfully through the labo-
rious stages of drafting, rewriting, illustrating, indexing, edit-
ing, proofreading, printing and distributing.

The reviewer has a duty to first look at the book through
the author's eye. Learn what you can about his or her profes-
sional background and his qualifications as a writer or editor.
Read the preface and familiarize yourself with the objectives
of the author. What influenced him to write the book? For
whom and for what purpose is it intended? Why have the
contents been organized in a particular way?

Comment on the breadth and scope of the book. Does the
book live up to its title and blurb or are these too pretentious?
Are the chapters in a logical sequence? If it is a new edition,
dip generously into the revised sections. Mention what new
diseases or diagnostic tests have been described. Has the
author included new illustrations or are the old hackneyed
pictures being used?

Illustrations are an important component of medical writ-
ing. How well do the photographs, diagrams, charts and
algorithms augment the text? Are the references adequate and
up-to-date? Is the index well compiled and sufficiently ex-
haustive?

Some don'ts. Don't get bogged down in minutiae. Don't
suggest extensive revisions or modifications. You are judg-
ing this book, not the next edition. Don't be overawed by the
author's reputation.

Say something about the printing and production. Is the
font readable? What is the quality ofthe paper, printing and
binding? Are the illustrations clear? Good editing and proof-
reading will remove factual, grammatical and typographical G. G. CHRISTO

Manipal


